
MEXICAN FIESTA We cel-
ebrate Latin America - with fascinating 
yarns in sensual spice tones

SIXTIES DELUX Bright         
colors, refined with black, white 
and gray: a hot/cold mix with 
pop-art appeal
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VAMOS!

04 16

VAMOS!Finally, the days are getting longer, the 
birds are singing  “Let the sun shine” and we are in the knitting mood 
– swim in the aqua shades of the Caribbean, indulge in Mexican 
folklore or succumb to the spell of Provence. Even time travel is possible 
via knitting needles. The long-term goal of the hour: the sixties. Now let 
summer begin!

This little rascal is hiding in the back



04  EXCURSION INTO BLUE
 Aqua shades and foam-white transform 
 your home into a small Caribbean Oasis
 
16  VIVA LA VIDA  
  Distinctive textures and sensual shades: 
 A toast to the Mexican lust for life

30  POP ART 
 Rich colors, cool combinations –    
 The classy modern looks of the Sixties

42 IN LOVE WITH PROVENCE    
 Lace, flowers, soft shades: a romantic
      country style with the flair of southern France

30 42

55  INSTRUCTIONS Masthead page  102 | Sources page. 98| 
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Aqua-shades and foam-white bring the Caribbean into 
your house. So do not be surprised if you suddenly hear 
the sound of the sea and no end to the cocktail hour ... 

EXCURSION
INTO BLUE



Left Page: 1 + 2
PILLOW QUARTET
Who doesn’t dream of 
exotic estates?  With these 
crochet pillows you get four 
for one – and much faster 
than you think! 
COTTON MIX 80 |
COTTON MIX 80 PRINT +
ORGANICO PRINT
3 BLANKET What more 
do you want? This large 
beach towel made in ribbon 
yarn in Aqua shades is perfect 
for sleeping in a deluxe 
waterbed. PARADISO

This page:
4 CABLED PULLOVER
What can silk do?
It keeps you warm in cold 
weather, cool in the heat, has 
a beautiful shine, is elastic and 
therefore wrinkle free and on 
top of that, good for the skin. 
Well, now come on! 
SOLOSETA
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Le f t  page:  
5 TEXTURED PATTERN PULLOVER
Summer sweaters have many faces.
Here especially appealing – braided 
yarn in delicate watercolors. GROOVE
This page: 6 LACE SCARVES
They keep you warm, evoke a fresh 
complexion and are easy, like a 
Caribbean breeze. Who does not like 
a wrap such as this? SILKHAIR
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7 XL-BAG Entices you to work with blue: the crochet shopper of voluminous tube yarn,
with a size of approximately  40 x 50 cm/16 x 20”, also passes as a beach bag. COTOFINE
Right Page 8 MESH DRESS Lacy looks appear sporty and look great in simple silhouettes. 
The best example: the crocheted dress in a tank-top-style. ELASTICO
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9 THROW If suddenly everyone wants to be under the blanket, it could be because this crochet 
beauty is worked from the finest mercerized cotton ... LINARTE
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10 V-NECK
Seductive like a chiffon skirt 
but far more comfortable: the 
loosely knit cotton sweater with 
decorative deep neck. ARIA
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Le f t  page  11 CROCHET CAP In the twenties, have you no hats? Too bad, because wearing this 
nostalgic sunscreen would turn many heads. COTOFINE + LAMPONE + SILKHAIR,  this page, 
left 12 TOP High neck but sleeveless –gives subtle sex appeal. Knit mostly in stockinette stitch with 
printed ribbon yarn. FLORIDA
Pants: Minx 13 MESH PULLOVER  Airy stitches, fresh colors, plus a translucent boxy shape and 
a playful rolled edge at the neck: perfect for mid-summer wear! TERZO



14 BOATNECK 
PULLOVER
Attract attention – with the 
bright blue lace pattern 
pullover with an extra-wide 
scoop neck. COTOFINE   
Pants: Minx
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15 + 16 + 17 MARINE LIFE Normally dorado, swordfish and sea stars frolic in warm waters. 
But with knitting needles and a bit of patience, you can have them on your bed. 
SECONDO BIG + TERZO | COTOFINE + SECONDO BIG | ORGANICO
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VIVA   la    VIDA!
Zest for the Mexican style –
with prominent textures,
tobacco and spice shades
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Lef t  page 118 NECK ROLLS With elegant Tassels and a pattern that is reminiscent of Moorish 
tiles, you can have a simple siesta Mexican style. DACAPO, this page 19 KNIT
TOP So sensual: the refined patterned knit top entices with discrete details and iridescent silk-cashmere 
yarn. CASHSILK + SECONDO BIG Pants: eve in paradise
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20 COAT
Pretty exciting, if 
transparency hits the mark. 
Important is so much 
drama: a simple basis, as 
this closure-less and collar-
less coat. ARIA
Blouse: C&A;
Sandals: DKode
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21 SHELL WOW! – What looks 
like an ancient discovery was only 
crocheted, felted and finished with 
metallic color! FELTRO
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22 + 23 HAT AND 
SCARF 
A wife-to-be has many 
benefits. One of them: 
stunning menswear looks are 
in fashion. Before we now 
imagine men in women’s 
clothing, we quickly pick up 
a crochet hook…
BAMBOO + INSIDE 
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24 BLANKET Tells 
about sunsets at Cancun 
Beach: The cuddly cabled 
throw in an attractive 
orange. (approx 120 x 
200 cm/47 x 79”
SILKHAIR + SPRING  
25 PILLOW
Curves, arrows, ornaments:
Mexican tile patterns charm 
not only the wall, but also 
the bands on this comfy 
pillow 
ORGANICO +  
ORGANICO PRINT
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Lef t  page 26 XL-PULLOVER Long plus wide equals sexy. The trick: crisp mesh patterns in curry 
yellow and skintight leggings in dramatic black. DACAPO Shoes: DKode, this page
27 FRINGED BAG This bag is made with tightly crocheted stitches for stability and the 
attached fringe add a folklore appeal. Beautiful! B ICOLORE + PARADISO
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28 PATCHWORK THROW With the squares at the 
edges creating points, quilts suddenly seem ultra modern. Nice 
side effect: the elegant jagged edge.
PS: Also can be worked with leftover yarns.ORO + INSIDE
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29 STRIPED SWEATER Whether pink, 
olive, curry or blue – elegant mocha mixes with them all. 
The result: sporty stripes with a hint of Magic! 
ARIA



30 CROCHET COAT Today a dressing gown, tomorrow a business partner: with one coat in 
fashionable wide stripes you are (almost) always well prepared. L INARTE + LAMPONE
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31 XXL-PILLOW Magnificent floor pillows are part of the Mexican feel, like avocado for guacamole.  
Here they are knit from the center out, and filled with Styrofoam balls. ARIA + ORGANICO PRINT
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32 SATCHEL
It fits so much but still 
remains pretty – the extra-  
 large shopper made 
from colorful printed ribbon 
yarn masters the balancing 
act with flying colors! 
FLORIDA + PARADISO 
+ BICOLORE
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33 BOATNECK 
PULLOVER Time to 
just conjure up a dream 
sweater? Generous dropped 
stitches, ribbon yarn in a 
color gradient and extra thick 
knitting needles now make it 
possible. FLORIDA



34 THROW Who would have thought: A delicate lace pattern shows off the most brilliant coral 
shade of the romantic side. COTOFINE
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35 PLANTERS
Whether you collect white 
porcelain in various shapes, or 
knit identical pot covers in four 
different colors – the power 
of a set is always impressive! 
COTTON MIX 80

artPOP

What do you get when you mix
black and gray with trendy bright colors?

The 60’s-look of luxury
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36 + 37 + 38 + 39 KNIT AND CROCHET PILLOWS Here graphic 
color patterns take shape. Black and gray contrast for modern romantics. Exciting! 
ORGANICO | ELASTICO + ELASTICO BIG 
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40 MESH PATTERN 
PULLOVER 
Cables, lace and wave 
pattern: Braving the gap 
with trendy black now 
conquers the height of the 
summer. 
SECONDO BIG
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Le f t  page  41 BOATNECK 
PULLOVER  Delicate coral is 
the best response to sun-kissed skin. 
Fine fleece yarn and an airy pattern 
emphasize the flattering effect. 
SILKHAIR
This page  42 XL-SHAWL
Yikes, it moves! Well, we have 
probably tried to wear our putty-
colored shawl, while bringing us 
envious looks, but this time it really 
goes with EVERYTHING. LINARTE
Blouse: minx; 
Shoes: melissa+salinas
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43 + 44 CUDDLY COMBO
Perk up your tired-looking furniture: This 
simple throw-pillow set, with bright and 

soft shades set off each other in the best 
of light. SOLOSETA 

Right page  45 TANK TOP
Sporty stripes are the top-trend of the 
summer. Here they are narrow – with 

refined contrasting colors and yarn with 
a satin linen mix. L INARTE
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This page  
46 CARDIGAN  
Normally classic cabled 
cardigans are in the 
category “Country-Chic”. 
But when you break up 
the style with a small, 
brightly colored dress, it 
proves that labels are only 
good for wine bottles. 
SPRING ,  Right  page  
47 HALF BRIOCHE 
PULLOVER Yes, simply 
captivating. A shining 
example: This close-fitting 
sporty top with elbow-length 
sleeves is flattering. ORO
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48 ROUND NECK 
PULLOVER Citron yellow, 
gray and black: Trendy color 
blocking shines here in a subtle 
variation. Silk yarn reinforces 
the luxury look.. 
SOLOSETA
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49 BAG Want a 
quick Chanel? We prefer 
a crochet It-Bag. Trending 
color, neon pink, makes 
the Front, the chain 
handle ensures glamor. 
DACAPO



50 MESH PATTERN 
DRESS  A simple dress made 
in rosewood-colored mercerized 
cotton, has a silky, sensual touch.
Use as a cover up over a bikini 
or wear over a matching dress. 
SECONDO
Dress: eve in paradise
Right Page 51 BAKSET
Whether as a fruit bowl or 
flower container – it is always 
an eye catcher. Simple crochet, 
stretched over a balloon and 
finally fixed with a fabric 
stiffener. PARADISO + 
DIVINO

42



                 
IN LOVE WITHProvence

Lace, flowers, bright shades: With these romantic country looks 
we feel like we are in France.
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52 SKIRT Lace patterns 
give a nostalgic feel and 
provide a loose, flattering 
drape. Knit sideways with a 
wide elastic band to cinch 
in the waist. 
BIOLINO
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53 SHAWL This enchanting, lacy shawl is fringed with fleece yarn 
in a dusty rose shade. In snow white, it looks particularly fresh – and 
surprisingly modern. LACE LUX Shorts: Timezone



54 SLIPDRESS  
Make legs look pretty: The 
deep neck mini dress with 
crochet flower motifs.
PS: Wear with a cream-
colored tank dress, it even 
goes to garden parties. 
ELASTICO
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55 THROW Lace! – The generous crochet blanket (approx 
1,30 m x 2,00 m/1.5 yd 2 yd) is made with an elastic cotton 
blend, turning your couch into a favorite place. ELASTICO BIG 
56 PILLOW-TRIO This cuddly combo sports dimensional 
fleece yarn polka dots in soft summer ice cream colors. 
BIOLINO + LACE LUX



57 BAG Irregularly placed rose petals brings romance to this Sleeping Beauty crochet 
shopper with sporty leather handles. PARADISO + SILKHAIR, right page
58 PULLOVER Cream is now worn from head to toe. This lace pattern sweater is a particularly 
pretty look when paired with simple, casual menswear pants. SECONDO BIG

48 
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59 V-NECK Gradients are a subtle alternative to sporty stripes.  Out of fluffy yarn in soft pastels, they 
are downright sensual. SILKHAIR PRINT Pants: eve in paradise 
Right Page 60 PILLOW Natural shades and textures – it belongs in a country house! Knit sideways in 
stockinette stitch, the flowers and leaves are embroidered. ARIA + BIOLINO 61 BLANKET Fine Merino 
wool with a slight metallic finish give this rustic cabled throw an upgrade to first class. Lace Lux
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Nostalgia,,
 As colorful as ever!
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62 SACHETS Perfect for those who prefer the South of France: a lavender filled heart for your personal 
drawer. COTONE 63 – 65 POT HOLDERS Hot: With impressive, trendy colors the favorite kitchen 
accessory comes back to the here and now  STAR + STAR PRINT, BIOLINO



66 TABLE SETS Put an end to 
stuffy: The long disdained doily is cool 
again, made in bright colors. And 
thus makes a valuable contribution to 
modern dining. ORGANICO PRINT
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67 TOP Show off the 
shoulders with a casual 
scene: the lilac top in 
a bulky tube yarn with 
a splash of Silk und 
Cashmere. CASHSILK



68 + 69 + 70 COLORFUL BANDS When crabs go on patrol, armed bandits wear perms 
and horses suddenly wear pants, a living room turn into a fantasy land. COTOFINE | PARADISO


